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OUTDOOR CLOCKS

The design and craftsmanship within our outdoor 
clocks creates a spectacular feature that raises the  
visual aspect of any building. A superior finish is a  
result of 30 years experience and skill using the  
highest quality materials. Relentless attention to  
detail and the finest double thickness 231/2 carat gold leaf  
ensure superior and long lasting quality for years to come.

Our clocks are traditionally styled yet supported by the  
advantages of modern precision mechanisms and  
electronic control systems. Our state of the art clock  
control system will advance the clock to the  
correct time following any mains power failures or  
BST/GMT changes.

SUPERIOR QUALITY





CLOCK TOWERS

Clock Towers have played an important role in British heritage. 
Providing a local focal point and of course, displaying time.

Our clock towers feature a stunning woodgrain finish  
replicating the master Ash patterns in order to create and add 
character to any building.

The traditional designs are proportionate to our range of  
exterior clocks, complementing and emphasising their  
beauty and finish. We offer a range of styles, finishes and  
colours along with bespoke detailing to add a distinctive  
elegance to any home or building.

Working together with our clients we will tailor the  
design of the clock tower in line with their  
requirements. Our clock towers are traditional and  
distinguished in style yet complete with modern reliable clock  
mechanisms and state of the art electronic control systems.  
 

QUINTESSENTIALLY BRITISH





A roof turret raises the profile of any home or building,  
featuring the unique woodgrain from our original Ash  
master patterns. Our roof turrets can be produced in 
any colour and even an optional secondary hand stained  
finish to accentuate and highlight the detailed woodgrain.  
Meticulous and dedicated craftsmanship produce a  
stunning feature soaked in style and character. Three  
traditional styles are available featuring false louvre or 
plain reccessed sides.

ROOF TURRETS



Our range of street clocks make a bold statement for any 
town or business offering an unique and innovative way 
to present time and increase exposure. We manufacture 
a  range of single and double sided clocks with bespoke  
detailing available to provide a respectful and dignified 
way to commorate or celebrate significant dates. A wealth 
of experience provides us with ability to tailor your clock 
to your needs and specifications integrating the feature 
with any existing building.  

STREET CLOCKS



Working closely with our clients we form a partnership 
between our designers and craftsmen in order to turn an 
idea or concept into reality. Using high quality materials 
and techniques we create truly spectacular interior and  
exterior features.

We strive to achieve an end result which exceeds the  
customer’s expectations.

BESPOKE ITEMS





Pillar Clocks create a landmark focal point in public 
spaces, town squares and parks. Often chosen as a  
commemorative feature, our pillar clocks are tailored 
to your personal specifications and requirements and 
incorporating features of importance. A pillar clock can 
bring together a local community to contribute ideas to 
help create a timeless feature for the whole area to enjoy. 
We offer a range of designs but we will work with you 
throughout to bring yours ideas to reality.

PILLAR CLOCKS



As Time Goes By was formed out of the passionate desire of Paul 
Mordecai to create and produce high quality clocks and architectural 
features.

As Time Goes By specialise in the design and manufacture of  
traditional and bespoke features to meet the customers requirements 
and expectations fashioned by a team of highly skilled craftsman 
using the very latest materials and manufacturing techniques ensuring 
quality and longevity.

Over time we have built a solid reputation on trust, innovation and 
professionalism. With a wealth of over 30 years experience we  
believe we have the skills to create a product to exceed your  
expectations.

About Us:

SUPERIOR TIME PIECES

The finest hand crafted architectural roof features & outdoor 
clocks manufactured in Hampshire, England by the UK’s 

leading manufacturer.

“The only reason for time is so that everything doesn’t happen at once.”
Albert Einstein
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